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NEW BUSINESS con1t 

,-MOTION FROM AREA: That GPRSC form an AD-HOC committee inviting 
one rep from each area to gather and exchange information and 
assist any areas considering forming new regions within the 
current GPR as of June 1992. 

INTENT: To open lines of communication between the areas 
of GPR on this issue and ensure continuation of functioning ,', 
subcommittees and provide improved and equitable service to 
the areas as well as to maintain unity within the region. 

~ MOTION FROM AREA: That the RSO Board mail a copy of Minutes 
• to each ASR in addition to each area RSO representative. 

INTENT: In keeping with the 9th Tradition of Narcotics 
Anonymous. 

J. MOTION FROM AREA: To continue the GPRCNA as soon as all the 
problems of the last GPRCNA are straightened out. 

INTENT: 
voted to be sent from SWANA (6-2-2). 

4r. MOTION FROM RSO BOARD: Board states we have no evidence or 
accusations reffering any individual by name, so until such 
time as any evidence can be delivered to the board or any 
accusations that can be investigated we cannot do anything. 
MOTION SECOND AND PASS (7-1-0) 

4l MOTION FROM AREA: New Regions Formation. That if areas from 
existing GPRSC form new regions they become part of the RSO 
and RSO becomes a Multi-Regional RSO. 
MOTION SECOND AND PASS (8-0-0). 

INTENT: Because of existing WSO Policy there can be only one 
RSD within a 100 mile radius. Teh RSO will be able to serve 
all addicts within a 100 mile Radius. 

'.MOTION FROM AREA: As of 9-1-92 increase prices of old ltterature 
by 10'%. 
MOTION SECOND AND PASS ( 8-0-0) 

INTENT: To standarize price increases. 
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NEW BUSINESS: 

~~ MOTION FROM AREA: 
area reimburse The 
Phonel i ne bi 11 and 
phoneline. 

that the RSC of the Greater Philadelphia 
Philadelphia area $2114.12 for the 
take over fiscal responsibility for the 

INTENT: As an area we cannot continue to operate in a deficit. 
This money will help us pay more bills. Also, the proper 
regional subcommittee has given this motion a vote of confidence • 

.,tf.f MOT ION FRO MAR E A: T hat the reb e nom 0 reA rea Con v e n t ion s wit h
in the GPR after 1992. 

INTENT: To stay withfn the 1st Tradition,IITo maintain unity 
within NA, it is imperative that the groups remain stable, 
or the entire fellowship perishes and the individual dies. 1I 

To stay within the 4th Tradition, IIEach group does have 
complete freedom, except when their actions effect other 
groups or NA as a whole. Group autonomy has been used to 
justify violation of the Traditions." To stay within the 
5th Tradition,IIIf we were a social club we could find many 
friends and lovers, if we specialized in education, we'd end 
up with many smart addicts, if our specialty was Medical help, 
many would get healthy, if our group purpose were anything 
other than to carry the message, many would die and few would 
find recovery. 

To stay within the 6th Tradition, ilLest problems of money, 
property, or prestige divert us from our primary purpose. 1I 

These problems often become obsessions and shut us off from 
our spiritual aim. 
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